The Catalyst Fund is an award program that provides support for new ideas and innovative projects that advance the mission and reach of Lyrasis member organizations. Initiated by the Lyrasis Leaders Circle in 2016, the Fund expands opportunities to explore, test, refine and collaborate on innovations with potential for community-wide impact. Please note, Catalyst Fund projects are ongoing and results are posted as they become available. You may want to check back every couple of months to see what may be new.

Navigate space

Advancing 3D Digitization for Libraries, Museums, and Archives
Feasibility Study for a Copyright Education Center
A Digital Map of the Historic West End
Mobile Digitization for Rural Community Archives
Leverage IoT Devices to Aid in Discovery and Use of Collections
From Information Literate to Information Fluent: Information Literacy for Middle and High School Students
Data-Intensive Tools for Modeling and Visualization
Quantitative Research Institute for Libraries
Online Instruction for Participatory Archiving
Machine Learning Meets Library Archives
Digital Collecting in Times of Crisis
Access to US Congressional Correspondence Data
My Upload: Engaging Library Users in Digital Collections
Conversational Artificial Intelligence: Bringing the Library to Your Living Room
AI for Archives: Using Facial Recognition to Enhance Metadata
Using Linked Open Data for Georgia’s Natural, Cultural and Historic Organizations’ Disaster Response
Open Data Toolkit Based on Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Access Principles
Toolkit to Assess OCR’ed Historical Text in the Era of Big Data
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